Finding where a function crosses the X or Y axis
(without havrng to graph the function)

We all know that if you know only one of the coordinates of a point that's on a
graph of a function then you can find the parfirer coordinate of that point by
slotting the value you know into the function and solving to find the other
coordinate.

Example I

If the X coordinate of a point on y : 3x+ 2 has a value of

10 find the partner

Y

coordinate of the point.

X:

10 so we slot 10 in for

X into the function

y:3(10) + 2

y:32

full coordinates of the point are (1 A,32)
We can also do the same if we know the Y coordinate of a point
find the partner X coordinate of that point.
so the

and want to

Now, we can take advantage of this idea when we want to find where a function
crosses the X or Y axis.
As can be seen from the diagram below ifwe look at any points on the Y axis you
can see that the X coordinates are always equal to 0.
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This means when we want to find where something crosses the Y axis we already
know the X coordinate is 0.
So to find where a function crosses the Y axis slot 0 in for X, solve to get the
Y coordinate and put the X and Y values together
ie Let X:0 and slot'0' in for'X' into the equation.
This will give a value for Y. i.e. a point (0,Y)
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Looking again at the diagram we can see that all points on the X axis have a Y
coordinate equal to 0 ie again we already know the Y coordinate of any point on
the X axis.
To find where a function cnosss the X axis slot 0 in for Y and solve to find
the X coordinate (or coordinates if the function crosses the axis in 2 places)
ie let

Y:0

and slot o0' in for

'Y'

to get a value or values for

X

Note as mentioned earlier to find lvhere something crosses the X axis normally
takes more work than when finding where it crosses the Y axis

Example 2 frnd where y

: 2* - 2x -4 crosses the Y and X axis

Y axis
To find where it crosses Y axis we slot 0 in for X in the equation

y:2(0)z -2Q) -

y:0-0-4

4

Y:

-4
putting the two coordinates together gives the point (0, -4) where
crosses Y axis

it

X axis
To find where it crosses the X axis 0 in for Y to give

0:

2xz

- 2x- 4

Here this is a quadratic so we solve it by the

- (b) +

'-b' formula (or by trial

iiuP- +rrXot : - (z) + 4Cz)2 - 4(Z)(A

z*"{4+32

2* $6

2r6
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4
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Taking the + from the

)

*

:

2(2)

2(a)

)

and error)

sign gives

x:2+6: g:2iex:2
44

Taking the - sign from the * gives
1' o,:_.!_ -4:-l
_r r\
ieX:'1
-2*6-

^_

i_

Since Y was equal to 0 putting this beside the values of X gives the points
(2, 0) and (-1, 0) where it crosses the X axis
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